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A few weeks ago Debbie and I were having lunch at the Salty Pelican with some outof-town friends. As I gazed around the room, I was amazed to see our burgee
hanging on the wall next to a U S Coast Guard flag. I am not sure how it got there but
I felt proud to be part of the club and the Fernandina Beach / Amelia Island
community. As I mentioned in December’s Scuttlebutt, we have an initiative to
document our history and place it on the website. So how did our burgee originate?
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Fortunately, we have been able to visit with the member who created our burgee near
the beginning of the club, 45 years ago in 1976. Our port in Fernandina Beach was
the welcoming point for all the boats and their crews escaping the cold north for the
sun and warmth of Florida.
The January 1963 edition of Yachting magazine page 240 encourages the reader to
Escape Winter to the Magic of Florida Waters. It announces the new Florida Marine
Welcome Station at Fernandina Beach. Governor Farris Bryant invites all who "come
by sea" to make Fernandina their first port of call. There is a paragraph describing
Florida's natural resources for the enjoyment of boaters. And right in the picture in
Yachting is the inspiration for our burgee for all to see.

This distinctive building is part of our history and here is the story from the man who
made the connection through a flag.
Up until the major renovation of the downtown Fernandina Harbor Marina in 1986, a
Florida welcome station shaped like a large teepee stood at the site where Brett’s
Waterway Cafe is today. It was a brilliant white and its distinctive shape made it well
known to all cruisers making their way north and south on the annual ICW pilgrimage.
It symbolized arriving in Florida on the way south or leaving for home heading north.
When the Amelia Island Sail Club was formed in 1976 and the need for a burgee was
recognized, a contest was held to pick the design. Of the seventeen designs
submitted, the one selected was designed by Rear Commodore Jake Mottayaw. The
large ‘A’ in the center represents the well-known welcome station, and the ISC
completes the AISC. In announcing the contest, the minutes stated that the winner
would receive a free burgee or an all-expense paid trip to London for two, based on
the condition of the treasury. I quote from the minutes “The club as usual showed
good judgement and taste by selecting the design submitted by J. C. Mottayaw”. He,
as Rear Commodore, was the author of the minutes.
You may see from the humor our club today continues to carry forth such “good
judgement and taste”.
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In recent times we have also adopted another symbol of our club, the nautical flags of
the letters AISC.

To document for future generations of members the origin of this symbol, it was not
that we as sailors needed a way to remember the symbolic nautical alphabet. Rather
it was that Ed Spang as Rear Commodore needed something for a header and to fill
in space when he created our website a few years ago. Not as prestigious as an
iconic welcome center, but consistent with Jake Mottayaw’s Rear Commodore
tradition of ingenuity.
And not to be outdone by the reach of a 1963 Yachting magazine, AISC iconic identity
will travel far and wide … on Tipsy Turtle … as Sandy and Peter do the Great Loop.

Looper’s Burgee
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Dear all, here is the Scuttlebutt contribution from the “Vice Commodore who will be going
on the “Great Loop.”
Below you will find some information and some links about our great adventure of
embarking on the “Great Loop” at the end of March 2021. Sandy and I think this will be
an adventure of a lifetime, we will see. We break the trip down in segments and if
anyone is interested in joining us on our boat, we are open to have guests on board. Our
itinerary is based on boat and weather conditions. So, changes to the itinerary’s timeline
are inevitable, flexibility is a must. Anyone interested in joining us for a while, please
contact us at pkurtius@peksolutions.net and we can talk in a bit more detail. If one likes
to follow us online, we plan to have a blog at TipsyTurtleTravels. I also use “Relive”, an
app that tracks our daily route. I think following us on the app is free.
Our boat is a 1995 42’ Grand Banks Classic with standard forward accommodations for
the guests, go online or come and visit us at Tiger Point marina.
The Great Loop is approximately a 6000-mile trip circumnavigating the eastern U.S., and
part of Canada ( if open). The route includes the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, the
New York State Canals, the Canadian Canals, the Great Lakes, the inland rivers, and the
Gulf of Mexico. "Loopers" take on this adventure of a lifetime aboard their own boat.
Loop Segments - America's Great Loop Cruisers' Association
Freedom- “Sailing the open seas with your sails
open wide. Taking in the beauty. No problem to
distract us. Letting nature be your source of
power. No hassles necessary. Just your
freedom.”-by Sandra RuiterCheers, the “Vice Commodore who will be going
on the “Great Loop.”
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I’ve always thought of the Quartermaster’s job as taking care of and keeping tally of the
organization’s equipment. Apparently, that is the widely held definition as based on Army
rules and traditions. I was somewhat surprised to learn that the function of this position in
the Navy is quite different. According to the U.S.Navy, this Navy Occupational Specialty
includes:
“Quartermasters stand watch as assistants to officers of the deck and the navigator;
serve as helmsman and perform ship control, navigation and bridge watch duties.”
Since our organization involves sailing and power boating, it seems to me that it is more
akin to the Navy than the Army. Therefore, and because I couldn’t think of anything to
write about our equipment, I have taken the liberty of writing a bit about navigation. I hope
to include general tidbits having to do with on the water navigation, boat handling, and
related topics with this and future issues of The Scuttlebutt.
Most of us know to give way to sailboats under sail. Below is a list in order of priority for
other situations, highest priority top to bottom:
The “Pecking Order” of Navigation “Rules of the Road”
Not Under Command (NUC), example: broken steering.
Restricted in Ability to Maneuver (RAM), such as a large dredge under way.
Constrained by Draft (CBD); large ship in a channel.
Fishing; when fishing apparatus restricts maneuverability.
Sail; not motoring.
Power boat
Seaplane
A mnemonic I have seen to help remember this is: New Reels Catch Fish So Purchase
Some.
There are always exceptions and special situations, however these are the general rules
to follow.
On a side note, particularly for those of us who watch the reality television show Below
Deck, have you wondered about certain anchor chain measurements?
Cable = 1/10 of a Nautical Mile = 100 Fathoms
Fathom = 6 Feet
Shot = 90 Feet or 15 Fathoms = (1) Shackle
Mystery solved!
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Ice Bucket Challenge Race Held on 30 September

The race Saturday was great!! We had 8 boats that started
the race and 6 that finished. The wind was strong, but the
currents were even stronger. Before the start of the race,
we watched the boats being set to the west. At the end of
the race, they were being set to the east. Sailboats should
be only going forward, not sideways. The course was 9.1
miles long and took them in a very spaghetti-like
course. The first boat finished at 12:33:13, and the last
boat came in at 13:48:40. With the strong outgoing tide,
the boats looked as if they were coming to the finish line in
slow motion. The pelicans were drifting faster with the
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outgoing current than the boats under sail power heading into it. We watched the race
from Ft. Clinch and the finish from DeeDee Bartels. For the spectators, the finish was
certainly much warmer when we were out of the stronger winds. The good thing was that
we did not have to worry about any ice. I guess that is coming these next few days after
the race.
Happy Valentine's Day to everyone.
Stay tuned for an announcement of the February race.

River sampling this winter has been problematic but we will try to get ‘er done as soon as
acceptable weather and boat availability occur at the same time.

For comments and/or suggestions contact:
Tom Maguire, Scuttlebutt Editor and (not so) recent
addition to the “Commodore-retired” ranks
tomjan7@comcast.net or 703-298-1714
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Interested in a Cape Dory 25’?
It needs some work, but it has two sets of sails and an outboard. It was purchased by
past club members Hanko and Axel Rosenblad in the late 1990’s. Currently being
offered for sale for $500 with the original set of sails or $1,000 including a new set of
North Sails that were only used twice. The engine is a 4 cycle that has been stored in the
garage.
For more information contact Hanko via email at: lhankr@aol.com

2019 AISC Event Calendar
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Amelia Island Sailing Club
Membership Application
In order to ensure accurate, current information ALL members are requested to complete the application
Name(s): _____________________________________; _________________________________________
Last, First

Last, First

Cell phone(s): _________________________________; _________________________________________
Home phone(s): _________________________________; _________________________________________
Email:

_________________________________; _________________________________________

Mailing Address: __________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Boat Name:_________________________ Builder & Length: ______________________________, ________ft
Marina, berth, or storage location: ____________________________________________________________
What interests, experiences, qualifications or accomplishments would you share relative to sailing or boating?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Which AISC activities do you have an interest? (check as many as you like)
Cruising_____
Racing _____
Social Events______

Boat Crew______

Which AISC activities would you like to learn about or volunteer?
Cruising_____
Racing _____
Social Events______

Boat Crew______

Other Interests/Comments______________________________________________________________________
Waiver: in consideration of the Amelia Island Sailing Club’s (AISC) acceptance of my application for membership, I hereby
waive, release, and discharge any and all claims against the AISC for damages, personal injuries, or property damage which
subsequently accrue to me by reason of my participation in any activity (including without limitation, yacht races, cruises, and
social events) sponsored by the AISC.
NOTE: APPLICATION CANNOT PROCEED WITHOUT YOUR SIGNATURE(S)

Signature(s): _____________________________________; ____________________________________________
Signature - date
Signature - date
Please return this application and the $100 annual membership fee to:
AISC Membership Committee
PO Box 16143
Fernandina Beach, FL 32035
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